NOTE:-
1. AS PER R.M. (BHARATPUR) DHOLPUR NOTE DATED 29.09.10 SITE FOR 33/11 K.V. G.S.S. MEASURING 2783.00 SQ. M.T. HAS BEEN PLANNED. M.D. HAS APPROVED THE ABOVE REVISION VIDÉ PARTE 6N ON DATED 11.11.2010 IN UNIT FILE.
2. REVISED PORTION SHOWN THUS

NOTE:-
1. AS PER R.M. (BHARATPUR) DHOLPUR NOTE DATED 03.07.08 & ARM DHOLPUR NOTE DT. 14.07.08 PLAT NUMBERING IN LAY OUT PLAN HAS BEEN DONE. AS STATED BY UNIT OFFICE DEMARCATION HAS BEEN DONE AT SITE AND THERE ARE NO CHANGES IN ACCORDANCE TO THE ISSUED TENTATIVE LAY OUT PLAN.
2. REVISED PORTION SHOWN THUS

AS PER RM BHARATPUR LETTER NO. 148 DT. 03.07.08 & ARM DHOLPUR NOTE DT. 14.07.08 PLAT NUMBERING IN LAY OUT PLAN HAS BEEN DONE. AS STATED BY UNIT OFFICE DEMARCATION HAS BEEN DONE AT SITE AND THERE ARE NO CHANGES IN ACCORDANCE TO THE ISSUED TENTATIVE LAY OUT PLAN.
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